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Particle dispersions provide a promising tool for the engineering of functional materials that exploit self-
assembly of complex structures. Dispersion made from magnetic colloidal particles is a great choice; they
are biocompatible and remotely controllable among many other advantages. However, their dominating dipolar
interaction typically limits structural complexity to linear arrangements. This paper shows how a magnetostatic
equilibrium state with noncollinear arrangement of the magnetic moments, as reported for ferromagnetic
Janus particles, enables the controlled self-organization of diverse structures in two dimensions via constant
and low-frequency external magnetic fields. Branched clusters of staggered chains, compact clusters, linear
chains, and dispersed single particles can be formed and interconverted reversibly in a controlled way. The
structural diversity is a consequence of both the inhomogeneity and the spatial extension of the magnetization
distribution inside the particles. We draw this conclusion from calculations based on a model of spheres with
multiple shifted dipoles. The results demonstrate that fundamentally new possibilities for responsive magnetic




Stimuli-responsive materials based on soft matter are ap-
plied widely in nowadays technologies. They exploit the struc-
tural arrangement of nanoparticles and microparticles in order
to create specific (structural, electrical, …) properties [1]. A
large variety of techniques are available to fabricate particles
with specific interactions [2–5]. For applications, the main
challenge in particle synthesis is to trigger the interactions in
a way such that particles self-assemble in desired structures.
Functionality arises in such systems from the controlled
formation of local configurations. Beyond that, functionality
is extended if one can control the conversion between
specific, well-defined structures in a reversible way [6]. This
requires that a system can adapt versatile, well-defined local
configurations under external manipulation in a controlled
way [7].
The introduction of magnetic soft matter composites [soft
materials with embedded magnetic particles (ferrofluids)] has
greatly pushed forward the design and the performance of
remotely controllable soft functional materials [8]. Magnetic-
based soft materials can be remotely aligned and guided under
external fields [9,10]. In fact, magnetic fields of moderate
strength combine several advantages over the use of, e.g., op-
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tical, electric, or acoustic fields to control structural assembly;
they reach over large distances, achievable forces span a wide
range, and their side effects on most natural materials are neg-
ligible [11]. As a consequence, prospective technical applica-
tions range from sensors to actuators and printed electronics
[11–13]. Moreover, the compatibility of magnetic particles
with living materials establishes unprecedented possibilities
for clinical diagnostics, targeted drug delivery, and medical
therapy [14–17].
Despite the many advantages, a major drawback of
magnetic-based soft materials is the limited structural vari-
ability in magnetostatic equilibrium configurations, i.e., static
structures with vanishing residual magnetic interaction forces
between composing particles. The dominating dipole inter-
action between two magnetic particles leads to a collinear
head-to-tail arrangement. Subsequently, in dipolar many-
particle systems, a combination of chains and rings form
spontaneously (ferroparticles) [18,19] or only chains form
under homogeneous fields (ferromagnetic and paramagnetic
particles) [10,20–23]. Beyond that, more diverse equilibrium
patterns have been predicted and observed. Already for a few
particles, one can find equilibrium, and even ground state,
configurations of compact, onionlike structures where the
dipoles form concentric rings [24]. Also, ferroparticles form
networks through defects (branching points) under low tem-
peratures [25–28]. In terms of applicability, the susceptibility
to temperature of many materials may be limiting.
Structural variability in the self-assembly of ferrofluids can
be crucially extended by introducing competing interactions
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(e.g., by thermodynamic, hydrodynamic, entropic, steric, or
magnetic terms) that favor interparticle arrangements other
than the dipole-induced head-to-tail configurations that lead
to linear chains, rings, and compact structures. Inspired by the
success in complex self-assembly of anisotropic particles [2,
29–31], nonlinear structures have been created with Janus par-
ticles, which exhibit a nonuniform magnetization distribution
[32]. However, in often reported cases of Janus particles with
laterally displaced dipoles, the underlying magnetic config-
uration remains the dipolar head-to-tail chain, and may lack
reversibility if the formation requires in situ magnetization of
the particles [22,33]. While such particles with high asymme-
try (shift) can provide noncollinear order, they assemble in
small clusters of up to six particles only [34,35].
The situation changes under conditions of self-
organization, i.e., if the pattern formation is driven under
a constant input of energy into the system. In such cases,
the emerging patterns can vary depending on the energy
input. This has been utilized with anisotropic paramagnetic
particles under time-dependent fields. Competition between
particle-field and particle-particle interactions enable the
reversible formation of complex, tunable network structures
[36]. However, the required material-specific magnetization
dynamics inside the paramagnetic particles limits the choice
of magnetic particles and defies generalization.
Better tunability via competing magnetic interactions
is provided if ferromagnetic particles spontaneously self-
assemble in a magnetically noncollinear manner already in
the absence of external fields. This is already present in
the compact, onionlike dipolar structures [24] or the defect-
induced network structures [25,26] discussed above. Other
promising candidates are ferromagnetic Janus particles that
exhibit a specific, anisotropic magnetization [37–39]. If the
magnetic center in these particles is shifted away sufficiently
from the geometric particle center, the interparticle interaction
favors the nonparallel arrangement, whereas the interaction of
the particles with an external homogeneous field favors the
parallel one [40]. Tuning the ratio between both interactions
enables control over structural complexity and assembly rates,
which fundamentally extends design flexibility.
Starting from colloidal networks that form as a
conse-quence of a bistable self-assembly behavior [37],
we demonstrate that we can generate a variety of field-tuned,
colloidal structures in a controlled and reversible way. We
employ magnetic Janus particles with a ferromagnetic coating
on one hemisphere [37,40] while the other hemisphere
is nonmagnetic [Fig. 1(a)]. In contrast to other, often
studied magnetic Janus particles with lateral dipole shift
[22,34,35], our particles are characterized by an extended
magnetization distribution with the magnetic anisotropy
pointing perpendicular to the particle surface. This enables
the untypical network formation. We study the influence of
both static in-plane Bip and out-of-plane Bop external fields
on the colloidal self-assembly. The experimental findings are
complemented by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations,
performed on a system of colloidal particles with a symmetric
arrangement of radially shifted dipoles.
The results demonstrate that the diversity and reversibility
of structure formation under external fields can be increased
by two ingredients, magnetic inhomogeneity (shift) and the
(a)         (b)
FIG. 1. Illustrations of the experimental Janus particle and the
5sd particle model. (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of a
colloidal silica particle with the hemispherical magnetic thin film
illustrated green. (b) Simulation model of a 5sd particle, a sphere
with five shifted dipoles, a central one (blue), and four side dipoles
(yellow), with enclosed angle γ and radial shift ξ .
spatial extension of the magnetization distribution inside the
ferroparticles.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental details
We study silica particles (radius of 2.27 μm) with a
magnetic thin film coating on one hemisphere [Fig. 1(a)].
Film deposition follows the routine described previously
[41]. The magnetic thin film consists of a multilayer stack
of Ta(3.0 nm)/Pd(3.0 nm)/[Co(0.28 nm)/Pd(0.9 nm)]8/Pd
(1.1 nm). The bottom Ta layer enhances bonding between
the metallic layer and the silica sphere. The top 2.1-nm
layer of Pd prevents oxidization of the metallic film. The
alternating Co and Pd layers provide the magnetic properties
of the stack. They exhibit perpendicular magnetic anisotropy,
i.e., the magnetic flux points out of the film plane. When
deposited on the spherical particles, after magnetic saturation
such a film provides a rotationally symmetric magnetization
distribution, and the far field exhibits dipolar characteristics.
The resulting permanent magnetic moment of about m =
6.4 × 109μB points perpendicular to the Janus interface. As
a consequence, the ratio between dipole interaction between
particles in contact and thermal energy can be estimated as
900, inducing forces that are strong enough to guarantee long-
time stability of self-assembled clusters at room temperature.
Our particles contrast with magnetic Janus particles with
in-plane magnetization, where the magnetic moment points
parallel to the Janus interface [22,35]. In addition, the particles
in our study exhibit fixed magnetic properties during the
experiments; the applied magnetic fields and the magnetic
particle-particle interaction are too weak to alter the magnetic
state of the individual beads (see Appendix, Fig. 8).
We use videomicroscopy to study the self-assembly. Parti-
cles are dispersed in water. The silica particles with a density
of 2 g/cm3 rapidly sediment on the planar glass substrate due
to the density mismatch with water (1 g/cm3), providing a
two-dimensional system. For studies of field-tuned particle
assembly, we apply a homogeneous static field Bip in the
substrate plane and an oscillating field with amplitude Bop at a
frequency of 5 Hz perpendicular to it. The amplitude of both
fields, created by a set of three mutually orthogonal coils, is
up to 3 mT. In all our experiments, we compensated for the
earth magnetic field.
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B. Numerical details
Equilibrium MD simulations are carried out with the
simulation package ESPRESSO[42,43]. We use the Langevin
thermostat. The value of the reduced temperature, which is
equal to the ratio of the actual thermal energy to the energy
scale of the short-range interaction in our system (εs = 1), is
set to unity T = 1. Using the inertial Langevin dynamics, we
can avoid the explicit simulation of the solvent, and restrict
the effects of the thermal fluctuations of the carrier fluid on
the colloidal particles to stochastic terms added to the transla-
tional and rotational equations of motion [44]. Hydrodynamic
effects are ignored in our simulations. As a result, we put the
friction coefficient to unity, as well as particle masses.
Each Janus particle in our simulations is composed of a
soft sphere with radius σ , which provides the measure for the
length scale in the system. Thus, neighboring particles interact
with a soft core steric repulsion, given by a Weeks-Chandler-
Andersen potential [45]. To mimic the magnetic cap, the
model sphere is equipped with an off-center, radially sym-
metric arrangement of four shifted dipoles around a central,
equally shifted one [Fig. 1(b)]. The dipoles are implemented
as virtual sites [43], and point radially outward. The dipoles
with moment μ are shifted by a value ξ , measured as fraction
of particle radius σ . The central dipole and the side dipoles
enclose an angle γ . Such a “5 shifted-dipole particle” (5sd
particle) is a natural minimal extension of previous work on
particles with only two shifted side dipoles (3sd particles)
[35,46,47]. The extension to four side dipoles better models
the rotational symmetry of the experimental particles, which
becomes relevant for the out-of-plane rotations. During the
simulations, we impose a quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D)
geometry by keeping the centers of all particles in one plane.
Accordingly, all translations are limited to that plane, whereas
the rotations are allowed in full three-dimensional (3D) space.
External fields are applied in the simulation in two different
ways. In the case of the in-plane field, we either increase it
slowly in a stepwise manner, or we quench the system by
switching on the field to its maximum value. The out-of-plane
field is always switched on to its maximum value. The area
fraction covered by N = 512 particles is φa = Nsp/S = 0.08,
with the particle cross section sp and the area of the layer
S. We always apply lateral periodic boundary conditions. In
order to efficiently calculate the magnetic interactions under
periodic boundaries in slab geometry, we chose the dipolar-
p3m algorithm and dipolar layer corrections [48,49].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With the numerical and experimental ingredients of mag-
netic Janus particles with extended magnetization distribution,
we run several sets of investigations. First, we study self-
assembly in the absence of external fields to derive the optimal
values for the model parameters that describe the experimental
particles; next, we study exclusively the influence of an in-
plane field Bip (parallel to the self-assembly plane) on the
structure formation; and, finally, the impact of an out-of-plane
field Bop (perpendicular to the self-assembly plane) is investi-
gated. Under these different conditions we have observed the
reversible formation of the various structures shown in Fig. 2,
(a) type I              
(b) type II     (c) type III    (d) type IV
FIG. 2. Self-assembled structures of the capped colloidal parti-
cles. (a) Microscopy image (left) and simulation snapshot (right)
of self-assembled Janus particles. Open structures are built from
staggered chains and branching points (insets) (5sd-model param-
eters: μ = 0.9; γ = 6π/25; ξ = 0.94). (b)–(d) Microscopy images
of field-induced self-organization of (b) compact clusters, (c) linear
chains, and (d) single particles. Scale bar: 10 μm.
which will be discussed and labeled as type I to type IV in the
following.
A. Field-free self-assembly
The capped Janus particles form clusters spontaneously
[Fig. 2(a)] as a consequence of the long-range magnetic
interaction between them. Untypical for magnetic particles,
the clusters are networks. They consist of triangular config-
urations that serve as branching points to which staggered
chains are attached [see insets in Fig. 2(a), left]. Previously,
we discovered that this formation is a consequence of a
bistable self-assembly behavior; three capped particles can
self-assemble in two structurally distinct configurations [37].
One is a staggered chain with antiparallel cap orientation of
neighboring particles, which exhibits a total magnetization
that points perpendicular to the chain backbone. The other
one is a triangular configuration, in which the magnetic caps
form a flux-closure ring and, thus, have zero total magnetic
moment. This bistability during self-assembly manifests itself
in the formation of networks as depicted in Fig. 2(a).
Bistability in a single-component system, providing the
formation of networks based on distinct structural elements
with different magnetic properties, is unusual. Dipolar sys-
tems, for example, can also form percolating networks, but the
dipoles adopt configurations which are close to head-to-tail
orientation, both in linear segments and branching points [50].
Networks formed via distinct structural motifs have so far
been observed for multicomponent systems only [51,52]. In
addition, it should be noted that the staggered chains optically
resemble those shown in previous reports based on capped
Janus particles with in-plane magnetization [22,53]. However,
they crucially differ in their magnetic configuration: While
those chains preserve the dipolar head-to-tail arrangement, in
our chains the dipoles are not collinear. This crucial difference
becomes relevant later for field-tuned transformations.
Previous numerical analysis showed that the bistability
is a consequence of a broad, anisotropic magnetization
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 3. Simulation snapshots of self-assembled structures of 5sd
particles for various dipole shifts ξ : (a) 0.82, (b) 0.86, (c) 0.90,
(d) 0.94 (μ = 0.9; γ = 6π/25)
distribution of the Janus particles discussed here [37].
Numerical simulations of 2D assemblies with 3sd particles
have revealed that bistability occurs only for magnetization
distributions represented by an intermediate range of magnetic
shifts and distribution widths [Fig. 2(a), right], which are
described by the parameters ξ, γ shown in Fig. 1(b). For
small shift values ξ and narrow distributions, given by small
values of γ , the triangular configuration becomes dominant,
whereas for high shifts and wide distributions only staggered
chains form. Here, we employ the 5sd particle model to
analyze the network formation. We set γ = 6π/25, which
ensures bistability for a broad range of shifts ξ according to
our previous analysis of small clusters [37]. For simplicity, we
set equal shifts ξ and dipole moments μ for central and side
dipoles. The value of μ was set to 0.9 in numerical dimension-
less units. On the one hand, this choice provides a sufficiently
large dipolar interaction between the particles as compared to
thermal noise to represent the experimentally observed cluster
stability. In fact, one can estimate the effective moment of a
5sd particle to be approximately equal to 3.5 and an effective
shift to be approximately 0.7, which provides us with the
highest absolute value of the interaction energy on the order
of 60. This upper limit though is never reached as the discrete
distribution of dipoles has very strong short-range effects. On
the other hand, it sets the scale for the dimensionless applied
magnetic field discussed below. Moreover, in the previous
studies [37], we showed that only the ratio between the
dipole values matters. As we are not aiming at a quantitative
comparison with the experiment, the energy scale in the simul-
ation was chosen to provide a fast convergence to the
equilibrium state. Finally, the dipole shift ξ remains as the
only adjustable parameter to control structure formation.
Networks formed by 5sd particles with various values of ξ
are presented in Fig. 3. For a stepwise increase of ξ , a striking
evolution from compact clusters to “empty” networks can be
observed. Simulated and experimentally observed structures
agree best for 5sd particles with a shift value of ξ = 0.94.
This choice emerges when comparing the distribution of
coordination numbers N (the number of nearest neighbors
a particle has) between experimental clusters and numerical
clusters with various values of ξ (see Appendix, Fig. 9).
From this analysis we conclude that particles with a shift
value of ξ = 0.94 best represent the experimental spread of
coordination numbers.
Since the field-free self-assembly of the Janus particles
provides a noncollinear orientation of their dipole moments,
homogeneous external fields induce a change of the magnetic
ordering when the particles align along the field. This in turn
gives rise to translational rearrangements within the clusters
due to the anisotropy of the magnetic interparticle interac-
tion. Applying constant parallel and perpendicular fields, we
experimentally observed transformations between different
structures, which will be presented in the following.
B. Self-organization under in-plane fields
Fields Bip parallel to the assembly plane induce a contin-
uous transformation from open networks [type I, Fig. 4(a),
left] to close-packed structures [type II, Fig. 4(a), right] [54].
Under small external fields, the particle-particle interaction
is predominant and the aforementioned network structure is
retained. Particles in the networks are characterized by a
coordination number N < 4. Upon increasing Bip, the caps
gradually rotate in the substrate plane to align with the field.
While particles in branching points do not rearrange under
this alignment, staggered chains respond with a continuous
contraction.
The transition can be clearly seen in a short, nonbranched
staggered chain of the capped Janus particles, as presented
in snapshots in Fig. 4(b) and in a movie of the chain under
applied fields [54]. With increasing Bip, the chain continu-
ously contracts. The stagger angle [red vertex in Fig. 4(b)]
depends on the intensity of the external in-plane field and can
reversibly be set between about 120◦ in the field-free case and
60◦ for Bip (fully contracted) at about 0.12 mT. In compact
chains, particles obtain an upper limit of local coordination
numbers as N = 4. Broader close-packed clusters of type
II [Fig. 4(a), right] with N > 4 form only from initially
branched structures. They form through lateral combination
of the chains at a branching point during chain contraction
[54]. Above Bip = 0.18 mT, only double-stranded chains and
broader compact clusters (type II) exist.
It should be noted that the field-induced formation of
compact clusters is very stable against slight mechanical
disturbance and, thus, differs fundamentally from compaction
by van der Waals interactions, which has been reported earlier
[55]. We can, thus, exclude van der Waals interactions as the
driving forces for the formation of compact clusters in our
system. Similar compact clusters have also been observed for
paramagnetic particles in parallel fields [56]. In fact, the com-
pact formation of collinear, dipolar particles is energetically
favorable over the state of separate, linear chains [19,56]. Ex-
perimentally, such compact clusters form through the lateral
aggregation of linear chains. It requires mechanical or thermal
excitation to overcome the energy barrier of dipolar repulsion
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FIG. 4. Clusters align and pack under in-plane fields Bip. (a) Mi-
croscopy images of a cluster before (left) and after (right) a saturating
in-plane field has been applied. Scale bar: 10 μm. (b) Reversible
transformation of staggered chains into double chains under Bip.
(c) Average coordination number of a particle as a function of Bip
for various values of ξ . Insets show simulation snapshots of typical
clusters for ξ = 0.94 at corresponding field values. Colors indicate
particles that have two (yellow), three (green), four (pink), or six
neighbors (blue).
at larger chain distances, which is reported to take hours. In
contrast, in our system the field-free equilibrium state of a
network structure enables the instant formation of compact
clusters within seconds after the in-plane field is switched on.
As a further feature of the particle system, the presented
process of cluster compaction I → II is fully reversible. After
releasing Bip, branched clusters form again (II → I). The
reversibility of the field-controlled reconfiguration is striking
for the staggered chain as depicted in Fig. 4(b) and shown in
Ref. [54]. After contraction, double-stranded chains reversibly
expand into staggered chains via the reorientation of the caps
from parallel to antiparallel. Such a process provides a mi-
croscopic contractile module that can be remotely controlled.
The presented continuous control over the the stagger angle
and cluster compaction is a unique feature of our system
that results from the noncollinear networks that form under
equilibrium conditions.
In order to show that such structures and their reversible
interconversion result purely from competing magnetic
interactions, we employ MD computer simulations of the
in-plane-field-induced self-assembly, where apart from field-
dipole and dipole-dipole interactions only short-range repul-
sion between colloids is taken into account.
Figure 4(c) displays the evolution of the average coordina-
tion number per particle N as a function of slowly growing
strength of the dimensionless, numerical in-plane field ˜Bip.
For a dipole shift of ξ = 0.94, the value of N steadily grows
with field strength. This suggests that clusters contract upon
field application, which agrees with the experimental findings.
It is also visualized by snapshots of typical clusters at three
different field values in the insets of Fig. 4(c). Apart from the
shift value ξ = 0.94, which best describes the experimental
particles, we also plot N for systems with smaller values of
dipolar shift: ξ = 0.82, 0.86, and 0.9 [see Figs. 3(a)–3(c)].
For smaller shifts, the particle coordination number is always
larger and changes only slightly with the field strength. This
is natural as 5sd particles with small values of ξ already favor
compact structures in the absence of fields [see Fig. 3(a)],
which changes their response to external fields. In the case of
ξ = 0.82, the in-plane field causes the particles to only rotate
in the already formed compact cluster, only slightly increasing
the average number of nearest neighbors. In contrast, for
ξ = 0.94, initially staggered chains, in which particles have
two neighbors, contract under the applied field.
The process of cluster contraction I → II is also reversible
in the numerical system. However, while the cluster expan-
sion from compact into staggered chains is obtained in the
numerical system, it differs qualitatively from the experimen-
tal observations. Once the field Bip is switched off, parallel
arrangements of head-to-tail oriented chains dissolve, and
the process of staggered chain formation starts over. Note,
however, that the two end configurations of the transformation
do not depend on such details of the transformation.
We can conclude that in our single component system com-
pact and open, branched clusters can be created and converted
into each other by in-plane fields in a well-defined way. Such
a possibility to precisely control and reverse the topology of
the clusters is not present, for example, in staggered chains
of magnetic Janus particles where the resulting magnetic
moment points parallel to the Janus interface. There, the
magnetic hemispheres form dipolar head-to-tail chains, and
the staggered configuration of the dipolar chains follows from
the excluded volume of the nonmagnetic hemispheres. In such
systems, different stagger angles are realized nonreversibly by
either using particles with different magnetic content [21] or
by in situ magnetization of the caps [22]. In our system, the
nonparallel orientation of neighboring particles in the stag-
gered chain competes with the particle-field interaction, which
uniformly aligns the particles. The competition allows for a
tunable stagger angle and enables reversible. On top of that,
broader compact clusters are achievable through the second
structural pattern, the rotational rings that serve as branch-
ing points, where contracting staggered chains combine
laterally.
Finally, one needs to underline that the structure of the
clusters observed in in-plane fields of an intermediate strength
is very similar to that observed in particle systems with
centrally positioned magnetic moment [57]. The reason for
that is the Zeeman energy which becomes dominant over the
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FIG. 5. Microscopy scenes of field-induced transformations.
(a) Reversible expansion of a staggered chain under increasing field
amplitudes Bop (ω/2π = 10 Hz). (b) Transformation of a compact
cluster into lines and single particles under increasing amplitudes Bop
(ω/2π = 10 Hz), while a constant field Bip is applied [54] and (c) its
reversion via formation of a single chain followed by contraction into
a double chain under reduction of Bop. The transition II → III → II
in (b) and (c) can be achieved only following the direction indicated
by the red arrows. Scale bar: 10 μm.
magnetic interparticle interactions and suppresses the effects
caused by the internal particle magnetic anisotropy.
C. Self-organization under out-of-plane fields
The application of fields Bop perpendicular to the assembly
plane provides an additional possibility to control structure
formation. It imposes an out-of-plane component on the par-
ticle orientations. Here, we apply oscillating perpendicular
fields to prevent particles from piling up in the vertical
direction, retaining a 2D assembly plane with 3D particle
orientation. At low field frequency, such oscillations have no
qualitative consequences for the observable 2D structures, and
we may focus on the structural transformation induced by
different amplitudes of Bop.
The experimental diagram in Fig. 5 shows structural trans-
formations that can be realized under perpendicular fields Bop.
Staggered chains and networks (I) continuously transform into
linear, single-stranded chains (type III) [Fig. 5(a)] [54]. We
have shown previously that this reconfiguration, which is ini-
tiated by a continuous alignment of the caps from antiparallel
to parallel, results from the magnetic interaction of particles
with off-center dipoles under an oscillating field [40]. Upon
reducing Bop, the transition is reversible. Branching points and
staggered chains form again. For even higher fields Bop, linear
chains abruptly break apart into single particles (type IV) as
shown in Fig. 5(a). This transformation is fully reversible
when decreasing Bop.
The self-assembly scenario changes when first a saturating
constant in-plane field Bip is applied and then the field Bop
is added. We observed that the compact clusters (type II)
obtained in a saturating field Bip separate into single-stranded
chains when an additional field Bop is applied [transition II →
III, Fig. 5(b)]. During the transition from compact clusters
to linear chains, all caps remain parallel. Thus, compact
structures also undergo a transition to head-to-tail chains if
they are exposed to an out-of-plane field. This transition is
reversible, albeit takes place via different paths for decreasing
(III → II) and increasing (II → III) out-of-plane fields. If Bop
increases, compact clusters simply break into parallel chains.
Following that, if the out-of-plane field decreases, individual
chains first rearrange themselves to form double-stranded
chains with parallel orientation of the caps (a compact cluster
with only two lines) and then start collapsing into larger
compact configurations [Fig. 5(c)] [54].
Previously reported long-time experiments have shown
that linear chains of dipolar particles can aggregate laterally
[56] when the thermodynamic equilibrium is reached. This
requires that the chains overcome a magnetostatic energy
barrier. In our presented system, the thermal energy is orders
of magnitude smaller than the magnetic interaction. Hence,
we do not expect such a lateral aggregation for experimentally
realizable long times.
Finally, once linear chains (type III) have formed under
Bop, one can further increase the field intensity. This leads to a
separation of the linear chains into single particles (type IV).
The separation can be reversed by reducing Bop (or increasing
Bip accordingly).
In numerical studies, we examine whether the experimen-
tally observed transitions in combined in-plane and out-of-
plane fields can result from the interplay between particle-
field and particle-particle magnetic interactions only. We in-
vestigated structural transitions taking place in the system
of 5sd particles under an out-of-plane field with different
amplitudes while a constant, saturating in-plane field (˜Bip = 3,
in simulation dimensionless units) was applied. Here, we will
focus exclusively on systems with ξ = 0.94.
We extract the fractions of single particles (coordination
number N = 0), particles aggregated in chains (N = 1, 2),
and those in compact configurations (N > 2) as a function
of the amplitude of the out-of-plane field [Fig. 6(a)]. With
increasing field amplitudes, all three fractions change contin-
uously. Compact structures gradually vanish, getting replaced
by chain structures. The latter obtain a maximum at intermedi-
ate fields, followed by a decay. The fraction of single particles
continuously increases and eventually becomes dominant.
We can conclude that at zero out-of-plane field, almost all
particles are grouped in large compact clusters [right inset in
Fig. 4(c)]. Increasing ˜Bop causes compact structures to trans-
form first into chains and then separate into single particles.
We can see that starting from ˜Bop ∼ 2.7 [intersection between
orange and blue curves in Fig. 6(a)], more particles are found
in chains than in compact clusters. At about ˜Bop > 3.6, chains
start to disappear and in the further course the majority of
particles become single.
The analysis of the coordination number at different out-
of-plane amplitudes provides insight into the change in topol-
ogy of clusters. To verify that these changes are associated
with cluster breakup, we characterize the structural transitions
observed in this specific set of simulations in more detail by
plotting cluster size distributions at three different values of
the out-of-plane amplitude [Fig. 6(b)]. We choose a binary
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FIG. 6. Structural characterization of simulated clusters of 5sd
particles under a saturating in-plane field (˜Bip = 3) at various out-of-
plane fields ˜Bop. (a) Fractions of particles with different coordination
numbers N (see legend) as a function of ˜Bop. Lines are least-squares
fits, shown to guide the eyes. (b) Cluster size histogram for three
different values of ˜Bop (see legend). Note the logarithmic scale of the
cluster size axis.
logarithmic scale for the cluster size and group clusters with
2x − 1 < cluster size <= 2x at x ∈ Z. At a small field value
of ˜Bop = 0.5, in a saturating in-plane field, clusters are very
large, ranging up to 150 particles per cluster. For the interme-
diate field amplitude where chain structures are dominant, one
sees a noticeable decrease in the total cluster size as well as
in the size distribution. Finally, at ˜Bop = 6, a clear majority
of particles are single. Overall, our simulations qualitatively
reproduce the experimentally observed structures presented
[Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)] for the case of saturating in-plane fields
and at various out-of-plane fields. This clearly supports the
statement that the magnetic interactions play the dominant
part in the experimentally observed structural transitions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented experimental results on the steerable,
rich self-assembly behavior of magnetically anisotropic par-


















FIG. 7. State diagram of magnetic colloidal clusters. Static in-
plane fields Bip (horizontal direction) generate a transformation
between branched (type I) and compact (type II) clusters and out-of-
plane fields Bop enable transformations from branched and compact
clusters (types I, II) to linear chains (type III) and single particles
(type IV). Dotted curves are guides to the eye. Scale bar: 10 μm.
a network structure consisting of bistable motifs with non-
collinear magnetic arrangement, constant parallel and perpen-
dicular fields are used to create and interconvert a diversity of
structures by magnetic means only. The observed structures,
which have been labeled from I to IV, can be summarized
and displayed in a state diagram (Fig. 7). The structures can
be converted into each other via magnetic fields, where they
undergo structural reorganizations as presented in Figs. 4 and
5. The presented transformations are reversible at any point
in the state diagram. In analogy to the simulations [Fig. 6(a)],
the field-induced transitions in the experimental system take
place gradually with increasing field. The range of applied
field from the onset of the transition until its completion is
quite small compared to the numerical results, being about
0.1 mT only. The data points in Fig. 7 mark the points where
the transformation is completed.
With these findings, we demonstrate that magnetic self-
organization can be fundamentally extended if the particles
spontaneously form magnetically noncollinear assemblies,
which contrasts with typical dipolar particles. Noncollinear
order can be realized if the particles exhibit a radially shifted
magnetic center and an extended magnetization distribution.
These magnetic properties lead to the formation of branched,
staggered chains with nonparallel magnetic moments by self-
assembly of a single particle species. The alignment of the
particles under external fields provides controlled, reversible
transformations between diverse structures. At low field inten-
sities, a combination of Bip and Bop allows the reversible ad-
justment of the bond angle in staggered chains over the whole
range from compact, double-stranded chains (Fig. 4) to single-
stranded, linear chains. Moreover, by MD simulations of sim-
plified model spheres with five radially shifted point dipoles,
we have shown that the stability and the transformations of
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the experimentally observed structures are solely based on
magnetostatic interactions between the particles. The fact that
all presented transitions are found to be reversible also in sim-
ulations evidences that while hydrodynamic interactions and
friction stretch the experimental relaxation timescales, they do
not qualitatively affect the topology of the resulting clusters.
The simplicity of the numerical model of 5sd particles
suggests that the findings can be transferred to other systems
of widely discussed anisotropic magnetic particles [58]. In
addition, initially nonmagnetic objects, such as cells, could
be employed after embedding magnetic components in an
anisotropic manner using recently promoted synthesis tech-
niques based on microfluidics [59–61] or surface modification
[41,62,63].
The presented precise control of structure formation and
reconfiguration under low external fields provides potential
use in responsive materials for highly sensitive magnetic and
optical sensors or micromechanical actuators. The magnetiza-
tion of the material arises from the distribution of the particle
orientations, which is directly linked to the particle positions.
The orientational configuration could additionally be used for
tunable transmission or even for optical polarization if sub-
strate spheres are made of optically active materials [64,65].
For micromechanical applications, the reversible expansion
and contraction of the assemblies, particularly of the staggered
chains, provides a novel control strategy with precise tuning.
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APPENDIX
1. Magnetization of capped spheres in external fields
The presented work on controlled self-organization em-
ploys the alignment of magnetically capped Janus particles
in external fields. The explanation for the reconfiguration of
the particles is based on the assumption that the particles
exhibit a fixed anisotropy distribution with a net magnetic
moment. This assumption presupposes that the stray field of
neighboring particles as well as the externally applied fields
have no influence on the anisotropy distribution. To verify this
assumption, we have performed magnetometry measurements
of the particles under external fields.
For magnetometry measurements, we prepare the sample
as described in Ref. [41]. A dense monolayer of particles is
prepared on as glass slide. (Note that for these measurements
the particles are not dispersed in water.) Next, the magnetic
multilayer is deposited on top of the particle monolayer. This
technique creates a hemispherical magnetic coating on each
particle. In a sample prepared like this, all magnetic caps are
pointing in the same direction, perpendicular to the plane of
the particle monolayer.
magnetic field (mT)


















































FIG. 8. Magnetization curves of a [Co/Pd]8/Pd multilayer ob-
tained by SQUID magnetometry. (a) Magnetization curve for the
multilayer on an assembled particle monolayer and on a flat substrate
(inset). (b) Magnified cutout of the magnetization curve of magnetic
caps on the particles.
After film deposition, using a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID), we have measured the overall
magnetic moment of the monolayer of the capped silica
particles as a function of applied field intensity [Fig. 8(a)]. We
investigate the case where the external field points perpendic-
ular to the particle monolayer, that is, parallel to the rotational
symmetry axis of the caps. This symmetry axis also equals the
direction of the net dipole moment after magnetic saturation
of the particles. This is the experimentally relevant case since
after particles are dispersed in water, they always align in
the external field. The deposited magnetic caps with perpen-
dicular magnetic anisotropy clearly show hysteretic behavior
[Fig. 8(a)]. The magnetization exhibits a continuous switching
behavior. This is different for a flat film, which abruptly
switches its magnetization at its characteristic switching field
[inset in Fig. 8(a)]. The difference results from the rotationally
symmetric magnetic anisotropy distribution of the thin film
on a spherical substrate [41]. Therefore, the magnetic state of
such a capped particle is a continuous function of the applied
field. However, in the particle configurations and under the
low intensity of the applied fields discussed in our work, this
effect can be neglected as explained next.
In the work presented here, the dispersed colloidal particles
form percolated clusters with noncollinear magnetic order
only below an applied field of 0.65 mT. In this range, the
change of the magnetization of the cap is below 2% [Fig. 8(b)]
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FIG. 9. Histogram of particle coordination numbers for various
shifts (see legend) with μ = 0.9. The experimental histogram of
colloidal particle coordination numbers, obtained by picture analysis,
is indicated by horizontal bars.
and, thus, can be neglected in the discussion. If higher fields
(up to 3 mT) are applied, the particles exhibit collinear
magnetic order. Therefore, the associated increase of the
magnetic moment is equal for all particles, and the anisotropy
distribution remains rotationally symmetric. Therefore, the
change in magnetic moment caused by the external fields
has no qualitative impact on the magnetostatic interaction.
Additionally, the particles exert magnetic stray fields on each
other. The field intensity depends on the relative orientation of
the caps. An upper limit for the influence of neighboring caps
in a cluster can be estimated from dipole interaction. In closest
possible contact, the particles are always separated by a small
distance of several ten nanometers due to surface charges.
The strongest magnetic flux is present at the center of the
cap. Assuming a dipolar stray field with the magnetic moment
6.4 × 109μB of the caps, they exert stray fields on each other
that are maximally in the range of 10 mT. Such field intensities
can only affect the edge of the caps, which are affected first by
external fields [66]. These regions have the lowest magnetic
flux and, therefore, have only a minor contribution to the
total stray field. According to Fig. 8(a), more relevant, central
regions of the caps can only be switched at fields larger than
100 mT. These results suggest that a fixed anisotropy distribu-
tion in the capped particles can be assumed for the qualitative
description of the assembly behavior presented in this work.
2. Quantitative comparison between experimental and
numerical field-free self-assembly
From visual inspection of field-free self-assemblies, simu-
lated (Fig. 3) and experimental ]Fig. 2(a), left] networks agree
best for ξ values of 0.9 and 0.94. Denser, close-packed clusters
result from simulations with ξ values of 0.82 and 0.86. In
order to quantify the transition from dense to open networks
with increasing values of the dipole shift ξ , we calculated the
histogram of coordination numbers N for the examined values
of ξ . The results are presented in Fig. 9. The maximum value
of N for a particle in a monolayer is six, which corresponds to
a dense hexagonal packing. If the dominant structural motif of
the network is an open staggered chain or a linear chain, the
most probable value of N is two. Particles in branching points
have N > 2, and particles that terminate a chain correspond to
N = 1.
In Fig. 9, one can see that for low dipole shifts the dominant
pattern in the network is that of hexagonal packing. Increasing
ξ leads to a drop of the average number of neighbors. How-
ever, only for ξ = 0.94, the majority of particles have N = 2.
This is of special importance, as the experimental histogram
exhibits a clear maximum at N = 2 as shown in Fig. 9 with
black bars. Larger shifts (not shown here) overestimate the
fraction of linear segments. Based on this comparison, we
conclude that the dipole shift of ξ = 0.94 provides the best fit
to model the experimental system, provided that μ = 0.9. It is
worth noting that in the presence of extra dipoles in the 5sd
particle, the values of the shift are slightly larger than those
reported for the 3sd particle model in our previous work [37].
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